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Disruptor OL is an Add-On for Outlook 2000, 2002 (resp. Outlook XP) and 2003. Right after the installation and next start
of Outlook you get a powerful spam filter with impressive results. If one spam message is missed, it's easy to check why.

And even more easy to see, what settings would have caught this message and to turn this option on. Everything is only one
click away, fully integrated into Outlook 2000, Outlook 2002 (resp. Outlook XP) and Outlook 2003 with simple, fresh and
clear dialogs. YOU control what is Spam and what not! With filters and the BLAST-detector it is YOUR decision what is

Spam and what not. Fully transparent, selective usage, individual choice of functions. This includes easy diagnostic: Quickly
answer the questions Why is this message marked as Spam? Why is this message NOT marked as Spam? What setting is

needed to mark this as Spam in the future?All the infos condensed into one simple info dialog. Here are some key features
of "Disruptor OL": ￭ powerful hit- or score-based Spam processing ￭ Whitelist, Blacklist, Auto-Whitelist ￭ powerful Spam
Detectors ￭ realtime blackhole lists (DNSBLs) with progressive cache handling ￭ simple Word filters ￭ regular expressions

with super-easy Expression Builder ￭ BLAST-Filter yet another Bayesian Believe Filter incarnation ￭ language filter ￭
Score Rating System ￭ Message Security ￭ Remove hidden links to external images, scripts, etc. ￭ Remove clickable links

￭ Convert RTF and HTML to Text ￭ delete, export and secure potential dangerous attachments (even the blocked
attachments! and the parts of a HTML-mail) ￭ statistics: see what is going on and draw conclusions ￭ works with all types

of mailboxes (Pop3, IMAP, Exchange, whatever Outlook can do) ￭ no problems with corporate firewalls and other
blocking tools * Unofficial sites: and * Send Anonymous Feedback for Disruptor OL:

----------------------------------------------- My other programs:

Disruptor OL Crack+ Full Product Key X64

Handles most of the spam in your outlook inbox. Choose what to do with spam-mails: - delete - classify - report to admin -
not process First you can enable the spam filtering in outlook and immediately these messages will be added to the spam

folder. There you can define, when you want them to be deleted and when you want to keep them. With the incoming text
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messages you can choose to receive the whole message or only the text part. Before you can do anything with the spam
filtering, you have to set up your outlook configuration. You can decide, if you want to do a quick spam detection or to do a
full-blown spam-analysis. You can add information, like the sender, the subject, the date or only the text-part of the mail, to

the list of parameters, to make a decision of Spam. After you have done the initial configuration, you can use the built-in
whitelist, the blacklist, the auto-whitelist or the spam detector. The detector will learn and detect all those spam messages
that your whitelist or blacklist miss. Besides that you can use the integrated language filter. This will help you to mark all

the mail with the language written in a certain language as spam. You can use the score-rating system to help you make sure,
which messages are most likely to be spam. You can define the rating of the sender, the subject, the text part, the link and
the attachments. With the add-in you can also use the realtime-dnsbls which work only on the first message but for every

rest of the messages every rest of the messages will use the initially cached version of the dnsbl, if it is not up to date. In the
future releases we will add even the Spam-Control-Mail, in which you can store the groups of messages you have to do one
by one or at some date. The available languages are English, German, Italian, Dutch, Dutch, French, Finnish, Hungarian and
Swedish. You can remove single text links or all of them. You can search through all the mail for dangerous documents or
attachments. You can also setup a signature, which would be attached to all incoming messages. The email is not saved in
the personal profile. The attachments and the content of the email are fully encrypted and are stored in the same directory

as the email. You can add your own templates to the toolbars 09e8f5149f
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￭ Disruptor OL is an Add-On for Outlook 2000, 2002 (resp. Outlook XP) and 2003. ￭ Right after the installation and next
start of Outlook you get a powerful spam filter with impressive results. ￭ If one spam message is missed, it's easy to check
why. And even more easy to see, what settings would have caught this message and to turn this option on. ￭ Everything is
only one click away, fully integrated into Outlook 2000, 2002 (resp. Outlook XP) and 2003 with simple, fresh and clear
dialogs. ￭ You control what is Spam and what not! With filters and the BLAST-detector it is YOUR decision what is Spam
and what not. Fully transparent, selective usage, individual choice of functions. ￭ This includes easy diagnostic: Quickly
answer the questions Why is this message marked as Spam? Why is this message NOT marked as Spam? What setting is
needed to mark this as Spam in the future? All the infos condensed into one simple info dialog. Here are some key features
of "Disruptor OL": ￭ powerful hit- or score-based Spam processing ￭ Whitelist, Blacklist, Auto-Whitelist ￭ powerful Spam
Detectors ￭ realtime blackhole lists (DNSBLs) with progressive cache handling ￭ simple Word filters ￭ regular expressions
with super-easy Expression Builder ￭ BLAST-Filter yet another Bayesian Believe Filter incarnation ￭ language filter ￭
Score Rating System ￭ Message Security ￭ Remove hidden links to external images, scripts, etc. ￭ Remove clickable links
￭ Convert RTF and HTML to Text ￭ delete, export and secure potential dangerous attachments (even the blocked
attachments! and the parts of a HTML-mail) ￭ statistics: see what is going on and draw conclusions ￭ works with all types
of mailboxes (Pop3, IMAP, Exchange, whatever Outlook can do) ￭ fully integrated into Outlook 2000, 2002 (resp. Outlook
XP) and 2003 easy configuration ￭ No extra configuration, just one click. No additional application to start, instantly multi-
account enabled, easy maintaining. ￭ customizable toolbars ￭ Control what

What's New in the?

Download the latest version of the program, extract and double click on the setup.exe to run the software. On the next
dialog click on "Next" to start the installation. A small dialogue window will appear asking which program you want to add.
In your case the program is "Disruptor OL". Select the option "Add this program to Outlook" and click on "Next". You will
now be able to select the button "Finish" to close the dialogue and get back to the main screen. Click on "Finish" to start the
installation. Version 1.5 was released in Sep. 2004 and includes many new features: ￭ Configurable hit- or score-based
spam processing ￭ customizable Spam Blackhole Lists ￭ multiple auto-blackhole lists (based on headers) ￭ Whitelist ￭
replace received RTF files with their relevant text ￭ Realtime Blackhole Lists (DNSBLs) with progressive cache handling ￭
additional Language-list filter and whitelist ￭ new Infobox for details ￭ Help to language-specific help files ￭ Help to
simplified external script expressions and their evaluation ￭ New comment for date-related spam methods ￭ more
customization options The first release included several functions and settings, some of which are now assigned to
categories for your convenience. 1. Follow the instructions below to update your full installation: Click here to go to our
website and download the newest version of Disruptor OL. Just download the setup.exe file and double-click on it. Follow
the instructions after the software has installed. 2. Follow these general guidelines to get the most benefit from your
Disruptor OL: Install Disruptor OL and change your settings to "outlook.com" mail server (it will find all your other mail
accounts without any problems). Check the options where you can find out more in Disruptor OL settings (see -> Help ->
Disruptor OL -> Help) for info on how to set it up the way you need. If you don't know how to setup the combo boxes on
your Outlook 2000, 2002 (resp. 2003) right click on them and follow the instructions. 3. Please report problems or feature
requests to our support email: support@ocure.com Installing and running the software Follow the installation instructions.
When
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System Requirements For Disruptor OL:

Hard Drive Space: 300 MB, or more if you plan to install HDTVisplay™ Standard Edition on a multi-seat workstation.
Operating System: Microsoft® Windows® (version 5.2) Adobe Acrobat® Reader® (version 7) NOTE: A fully functional
trial version of HDTVisplay™ Standard Edition may be downloaded and installed on one computer for evaluation purposes.
The trial version is not equipped for simultaneous multi-seat operations, and cannot be used in the following conditions: in
connection with a
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